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Immigration Service
interviews Iranians
by Mary Wilson
managing editor

1'ite in November, officials of the.
Immigration and Naturalization Service interviewed approximately l 30 ·
~i!! ' Iranian students attending UCF to
·~· detect possible visa violations.' . Accord
ing to Dr. Hoan D. Nguyen, coordinator for international st.udents, of
. the "14 to 15" UCF students whose
status ·was questioned, "all were final Iv
cleared as far as I know."
.
. "These students had not violated the
,,,, regulations," said Nguyen, "but had
., other
problems
with
minor
technicalities. They had to appear
before the court in Tampa." From
D~c. 16- Dec. 24, the immigration
court conducted inquiries into Lhr visa
statu,s of Iranian studen ts cal led as a
.- rrsult of statewide campus intC'fviews.
Acc'o rding to the Jan. 3 issue c>f the
SP11tinc>t Star Dec. 3 was the deadline.
set for Florida's Iranian students to
r('port to the INS. Statewide, about
2,000 studrnts have failrd to appear
and arC' therefore deportablr.
Brian LaPeter/Future
LAST QUARTER approximately
I SO to 160 Iranian studt'nts attended
lJCF. Nguyrn said 30 held rf'sident

Linear Perspective

Iranians face financial problems
by Mary Wilson
managing editor

While UCF's Office of International
Student Services caters . to all the
unique problems of foreign students, it
has' been financial difficulties which
have been the major concern of
Iranians studying at UCF.
·
According to Coordinator for International Students Dr. Hoan D.
Nguyen, "financial problems are the
most outstanding" kind brought to his
offic by Iranians.
"All Iranian students are sponsored.
by their families," Nguyen said. "Since November,.and during the summer,
they haven't. been getting their regular
monthly checks.
«'THEIR PARENTS cannot send
money directly , and they don' t like to
use the U. S. dollar," Nguyen said.
"Often the money is delayed by going
through banks in Europe." ·
Difficulty with direct payments to
Iranian students from their families in
lran"'..results recently from President
Carter's order freezing their country's
assets in the U. S., Nguyen said.·
"Before the executive order, he said,
"We only had pr'oblems with the tranmonev-consulate
sfer
of
the
regulation
and
our . own
embassy-because of the political instability."

According to Dc'an of Men Paul
McQuilkinj'Our prnblrm now is with
checks drawn on I 1'anian banks. No
one will cash them."
McQuilkin
dPscribPd
Iranian
students as "caught between a rock
and a hard placr," with checks
ranging as high as "$1,500 to $3,000
that are not negot iable because they
a re writtrn cm Iranian banks."
.
ACCORDING TO the Dec. 3 issue of

the ChroniclP of Higher Education,
several large banks such as Citibank of
New York and First National Bank of
Chicago have decided not to honor
drafts from local banks in which
Iranian students maintain .accounts.
When asked if he knew whether UCF
students were having difficulty transferring funds to local banks, Nguyen
replied, "I talked to an area Su.n bank,
Tuition, page 12

status and therefore were not subject to
the INS inquiry,
The' interviews took place in the
UCF PlacemC'nt Office November 27.,
28 and 29. Iranian students were
notified they ff{'eded to appear through
pho.nt:' calls and word of mouth sine~
there was no time for formal notice
Nguym said.
''I suggested an off-campus location
for the interviews because of concern
over possible disorder and resentment .
from other students." said Nguyen .
The on-campus location was eventually decided upon for the convenience of the Iranian studf:'nts.
State universities typically mon.itor
the' status of foreign students to the extC'nt of notifying the INS when such
students are dropped f~om their rolls.
Nguyen described the INS policy
tow a rd checking visas as "prC'viously
vC'rv flexible ."
NGUYEN SAID he felt that, "NQrmallv thC'v (INS) should intervie~ all .
foreign students from timr to time,
though they haven't done so before."
While certain student civil libertarian groups across the country have
protested the special inquiries bv the
INS ·Ng uyen said his office receiv~d no
reaction from sympathetic American
students and little from the Iranians
t hemse Ives.
"Most took it as it is," said Nguyen,
. "with either no reaction or a 'we are
legal and don't care'."
Nguyen said when he expressed
resC'rvations about isolating Iranians
for direct interviews a "chief official"
of the INS Florida Officr--whose name
he could not recall--told him "INS expected to interview all foreign students" as part of their regular pro~edure.

Student Body VP threatens resignation
by Deanna Gugel
editor In chief

Student Body Vice President James Blount threatened . to
resign from his office if the Student Senate did not change
their attitude.
Blount announc.ed at the sen::ite's special session meeting
Dec. 13 that he had written his resignation the night before
but was convinced by friends and coll.eagues to remain, ·at
least temporarily, as the senate leader.
To explain hi~ actions, Blount read his planned ' letter- of
resignation to the senate.
'Tm not po·inting my finger at anyone in particular, but I
think that we have failed as a unit ," said Blount.
"There's not been one student service provided this quarter, and I'm ashamed of it.. .. Next quarter some things will
change. We will become more responsible to the student
bodv.''
Blount, who empha~ized during his campaign he was a
legislator not a politician, said the major reason he had
planne~1 to resign was political games being played within

Man and Machine
For the blind, technology cml provide the
m Pans for competing in a sighted job
market. A UCF professor explains the
possibilities in th e story on pagp .3

F.a mily Friend
Will~e

AamPs, star of TV's "Eight is
Enough" comps to Orlando tL ith a rock
.f!.roup ·a nd his first film Sca vr>nger Hunt.
Fora p<>rsonal int<'rtieu', see page JO.

the senate. He said he would like the senators to stop complaining thr exectitive branch has too much power and
would like them to work with the executive branch as a
"student government." ·
"I get tired of hearing, as I have so much latelv, that there
is a separation of powers .... There's no difference.between the
brances,'' Blount said.
.
Personality conflicts caused many of the senate's problems
during fall quarter, he said.
"Some people call it politics; some cal l it a power
. struggle," said Blount. "For various reasons, todav I choose
· tocqll itpettiness .... lt'sy o~rsenate; it's our senate together.
"I have never seen a more talented, yet politically~
hindered group in mv life," he said. 'Tm tired. I'm tired of
being accused and tired of b.eing talked about behind my.
· back .. .. There's too much going on for no rea'I reason. I thi~k
some of you .a re looking for something that's not there."
Blount told the sen·ate he had reconsidered the resignation
because he liked working with them and believ~d the
.senators were intelligent people. he said he hoped the senate
\
Blount, page 15
1

Agony and Thrills
The pain of last quarter's loss in ipom_en 's ·
, volleyball is somewhat eased by pridP in
UCF's rPN',n t national ranking in basketball and f1ag footbaU. SPe sports pages 13
thrn 1.5 for coverage of all three.
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Fitness day to feature sports
for community on UCF campus

Educator-author joins
marketing department

"Community Fitness Day," at UCF will feature a host of activities for young
and old, from a 10,000 meter run and youth soccer clinic to numerous " l arn by
doing" activites from golf to swimming to tennis.
.
Everyone attending Saturday's community fitness day will have the opportunity
to receive a personal fitness profile, and attend sessions on running and jogging,
fitness for women, weight training, non-competitive games, coed activities, life
time sports, and activities for older persons.
There will also be .a cycle tour of the UCF campus for those who bring their own
bicycles, a chance to test the university's new fitness trail, and a "fun run" for
everyone.
Dr. John Powell, chairman of physical education an·d UCF coordinator for the
activities, ahs issued a special invitation to area seniors to take part in the Saturday sessions. he noted special arrangements are being made for transportation to
and from UCF for older area residents.

The newest member of the marketing department at UCF is Dr. Louis Boone,
wh.-, recognized as one of the l""cirling educators in his field ·and as an internationally-renowned authc1.
Boone, who is a past resident of the Southern Marketing Association, presently is
associate editor 0f the Southern Business Review. His texts in Contemporary
Mar~eting .and Contemporary Business have been wid~ly adopted in the U.S. and
in Europe.
Pr.tor to joining the lJCF College of Business .A dministration faculty, Boone
taught at the University of Tulsa. he also has served on faculties at the universities
of Arkansas and Southern Mississippi, an<l at Auburn University. In 1976, he was
the Sir Ian Potter Distinguished Professor at Caulfield Institute of Technology,
Melbour!J'e', Australia.

The day's activities will cap a two-day conference of the President's Council
on Physical Fitness and Sports at UCF. The meeting, which also is sponsored by
the Govenor's Council, is co-sponsored by the Florida Department of Education,
Florida Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, and the
Florida Recreation and Park Administration. The first day will be devoted to
clinics for health and physical education instructors . and training courses for
public safety professionals.

College BoWI gearing up
·for 1980 c
_ampus tourname'1t
The UCF College Bowl team selected during last quarter's campus tournament
will be readying themselves for the 1980 Intercollegiate Regional Tournament to
be held at Emory University in Atlanta, Ga . Feb. 22-23.
The team, coached by Dr. Ken Lawson, will be practicing twice a week
throughout January and February until the regional tournament. The team is
composed of the All-Star players of the local campus tournament--Steven Fieldman, Robert Mattingly, Tom Chitty and Alex Grist. Team alternates are Gary
Smith, Jim Miotke, Roberta.Morris and Gerry Heller. ·
The campus tournament, held .last November, was won by the Chess Team, with
the Student Veteran Association and the Band coming in second and third respectively.
The UCF team played in last year's regioal tournament but won only three of
fifteen matches. This year, by practicing twice weekly, team member Gerry
Heller feels the team will do much better in the upcoming tournament.
If UCF should win the regional tournament at Eino.ry, the team will bring back
a $500 scholarship check to the univer:sity, as well as the opportunity to appear in
the national tournament televised from Miami Beach in April and May.

New Age Center schedules

seminars on dreams, meditation
Metaphysics, dreams and meditation educational seminars are offered by the
New Age .Centre. Run by the Spiritual Advisory Council, Inc., the center also
holds programs in reincarnation, nutrition, natural healing, self-help and selfawareness, said Paul V. Johnson, president of the center's board of directors.
Johnson said the center, which opened last September, offers a 50 percent
·
discount for major programs to full-time students.
The center has sponsored such lectures as Dr. Douglas Baker, founder and director fo Calregate College in England, who held a lecture on reincarnation and a
weekend workshop on magnetism and body function relationships.
Johnson said, "Our programs attract mostly the young and the old-those
with questing minds. We deal with liberating concepts."
Johnson said the center does not offer any student-centered programs, but
thought students would find them interesting.
The Advisory council is a 6,000 member organizat_ion interested !n
metaphysical education. It was founded in Chicago in 1974 and moved its base to
Orlando last fall, explained Johnson.

Yearboo.ks should be bought
as soon.as possible.
·
Yearbooks should be ordered as soon as possible, according to Laura Sorrenti,
editor of the yearbook.
One thousand yearbooks have been ordered, and there are only 380 left, she
said, Once the yearbooks are sold, Tio more will be ordered.
Yearbooks can be ordered in the VC 217 or in the yearbook office located in the
housing office. The price is $11, and you may place your order by making down.payment.

,Campus Ministry to celebrate
10th anniversary at cathedral

Accounti~g

Society presents
lead off speaker in series

UCF's Student Accounting .Society will old their first meeting of the quarter
today at noon in Engineering 3.60.
· Their next" meeting, on Jan. 18, wi11 feature Dennis S. Shea as speaker. Shea is
yice-presiden_t of the financial group of Continental Resources.
He was
previously comptroller of that company. He also has served as commercial audit
. manager for the Orlando office of Author Anderson and Company. He received
his B.S. in 1970 from University of Florida and is currently president of the MidFlm:id.a chapter of the National Association of accountants.
Shea 'who wiJl~2.4~ressingJ!!_~~2'!P_ 0!1 _Man~gernent Accounting: is the leadoff spea:ker in a series of talks sponsored by the organization.
·,
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WE ARE NOW BUYING ,-

rn A Christian Fellowship

J
I

m

.

Coins - Stamps - Gold Silver - Jewelry - Paper

Money - Class Rings

$

i.mmediate cash

$

ORLANDO COINS & STAMPS
9804 East Colonial Drive
Union Park, Florida
PHONE 275-7300

a

WE Have a good supply of Coin and
Stamp Supples.
Variety of COLLECTOR

PLATES

OPEN 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK!

Open To ·All

mMon.-4pm-Discussion
W

m
Visa/MasterCharge Accepted
Also Lay-A-Way

.

·

mWed-Barn-Devotional
WBreakfast-Knight Room,
m

I

lnfo.·Rev. Bob Gibbs

x2468 VC 13"2
tb!i!El55JBl5!!!11. .n.. .hl'~

United Parcel Serv·i ce
NEEDS· PART-TIME LOADERS AND UN"OADERS
to DO HARD PHYSICAL WORK
EXCELLENT PAY

EXCELLENT BEt4EFITS

S~arting pay $6.29 ..
per hour with _s et pay
increa$e$ to· $8. 91 an
hour in approximately
180days

Paid vacations
Paid Holidays
Paid Hospitilization, Dental,
and Vision coverage
Profit-Sharing plan
Monday-Friday work week

APPL¥ IN PERSON

'fr/day 4pm-Vol/eybal/

Special Projects and Retreats

The Catholic Diocese of Orlando will celebrate I 0 years of' ministry to higher
education in· Central Florida Jan . 13. The celebration also will include the anniversary of. campus ministry to students at UCF. ·
Faculty, staff and students are invited to attend the liturgy, which will be held at
St.J'ames Cathedral in Orlando at 10 a .m. Bishop William Borders o(Balti:uiore,
Who initiated the office of Campus Ministry, will preside the service. Borders was
the first bishop of the Orlando Diocese. Bishop Thomas Grady, present bishop of
Orlando, will celebrate the Mass of Thanksgiving . Attending the service will be
f;:i.culty and students from the five universities and colleges now being served by ·
the diocesan campus ministry team. UCF students will participate as Eucharistic
ministers, readers and bearers of gifts at offertory.
Following the mass, there will be breakfast at Hilton West on Route SO . .
Transportation is being ar.ranged through the campus ministry office. Students
mav call 275-2468Jor rese.aations .

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK ONE OF THESE SHIFTS
11:30 pm-2:30 am 5:30 am. 8:30 am 6:00 pm~9:00 pm

and Fellowship-SOL

I
·

..

At 10:00 am the 1st and last Thursday of the month
No phone calls, please. Please bring complete work history. 6131
Anno Ave., Pine Castle. An equal opportunity employer M/F

•
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Machines serve ·blind
now, it fs not a competitive market."
Different services such as gas
stations, police dispatchers and banks
In conjunction with the Division of can be re-~ngineered, according to
Blind Services of Florida, Dr. Yasser A. Hosni. "Service s~ations, for example,
Hosni, assistant professor of industrial could .be built so that people can pay,
engineering is working on a project the bl ind attendant and then he -could.
that is tailoring machines such as code into the machine how mu·~h gas
computers and calculators for use bv a person gets," said Hosni. "Or,
blind emplovC'es fo Florida industries ..
banks could · install speech sensitizer
Entitled "Re-engineering for the speaking terminals."
Blind," Hosni hopes the project will
Walt
Disney
enable more industries to hire blind World and tf:ietelephone company are
persons.
very good · employers of the blind,'
'.'Advanced technology has made it Hosni said. · One of the men who is a
possible for blind persons to handle ·Mickey . Mouse character is almost
jpbs like sighted persons," said Hosni. _ totally blind, he said.
research into
Dr. Yassar A. Hosni operates the '~talking te~~nal," which can in- "There is a market
Ho~ni said many machines are
the
re-e.
n
gineering
of
machines
. Right designed after the toy
·
crease job options for the blind.
talking
calculators. "For the· sighted these ar~
fun; for the blmd they are essential,"
he said. UCF's library has a talking
calculator.
Hosni is working as technical adThe Manhattan trip is scheduled. -Tor March 20-26.
viser for the DivisTon of B Una Services.
Anyone interested in attending should sign up with Skoglund His job is to measure and see how the
by' Diane Taylor
by
Jan. 28 and put down some deposit. The rest can be paid blind person could implement the restaff writer
later, she sai~.
.
engineered equipment. He· also decides
Last spring, a new concept in studying was initiated in
"The trip to Mexico cost each individual $300, but with . if it' could be used throughout the state
·uCF's Art Department. Professor Margaret Skoglund, art
inflation and rising plane fares the New York tFip
be and whether it will be technically
about $400," according to Skoglund.
historian, conducted her first "course-trip" combination.
feasible.
' . As a follow-up to Skogland's winter quarter course, "The
There will be at least one, maybe two, orientation classes
After working with the project,
·
Art of Mexico," a trip to Mexico was offered. Twenty-one for those making the trip .
Hosni found 40 jobs within the Orlanstudents and t!-.ree faculty members ·participated · in the sixdo area that could be tailored to a
. day . adventure that included visits to museums, arblind person's needs. Hosni :;aid 20
chaeological zones and churches.
jobs were r~engineered.
Again this year a "course-trip" is being offered in conjunUCF has a almost complete listing
ction with Skoglund's "The Art of the 20th Century" course.
of machinery that has been altered and ·
A six-day trip to New York City is planned fol'lowing the
is available to the blind.
winter quarter course. ·.
Machines that are available now inThe course itself is worth three credits, and 'th~ trip, which
clude a reading machine that, when
is open to everyone, is worth one credit.
put face down on a page, scans the
· The trip te Mexico last year was Skoglund's first at UCF,
page and reads aloud.
although she has taken small groups of student on various
Hosni said, "A problem with this
trips in the past.
machine
is
that
the
program
'Td like to see this done annually, or·at least onc.e a year.
mispronounces words.
Rules for
I'd also like to see it expand to summer courses, and possibly
English are often broken with certain
summer trips," said Skoglund.
words,
but
the . machine
isn't
"Students would like to do the Mexico trip again. The
programmed yet to catch them all.
only thing unenjoyable was the plane ride," she said.
Experimental equipment at UCF is
. Ages on·the trip ranged from 17 to 60. "The trip seemed
not presently available for the apto bring us all closer together," Skoglund said.
proximately five blind students on
The purpose of the trips is to broaden the student's
campus.
knowledge and understanding of studied material. "A lot o[
Although the project was studied
people found things to be bigger, brighter and more .imfrom the engineering point of vieyv,
pressive than what was in the books," said Skoglund.
counselors from the Division of Blind .
During the trip to New York, the group will stay in
Services play a large role in he_lping the
Manhattan and visit the Museum of Modern Art: the
blind become functioning members of
Guggenheim Museum, the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the community. "Sometimes the counvarious art galleries and art auctions, as well as. the theater,
selors aren't - aware of the ce:rtain
ballet and concerts.
'machines available that could provide
Nothing is really required while on the trip . . Participants
the blind with jobs," Hos~i said. "On·are free to attend any or all of the excursions. In order to
ce a blind person is trained for a job
receive credit for the trip, a written summary of impressions
they often do it better than a sig~ted ,
Professor
Skoglund
holds
pet
iguana
encountered
in
must be submitted, Skoglund said.
person . Their record of attendance is
last years Mexico trip
almost 100 percent," he said.

by Barbara. Cowell
/

associate editor

for.

Taching br-ings travel·in UCF art class

will

•

Ra~io,

television students provide play-by- play coverage

by Doug Marks

. broa_dc:asts .
free on community pr_o gramming channel 3. Paid-for games are
aired on channel 13.
·
UCF football was videotaped by students and broadcast by orange Cablevision
May said the UCF-FIT basketball game would be aired Jan. 16. He added that
this year,
Orange Cable also offers pro basketball and hockey live from the Madison Square
Directed by instructor Joe Hall, rad io and television majors produced each game Garden.
·
with both play-by-play and color commentary.
The programming director said he has a verbal agreement with. Joe Hall to
Hall said, "We do it to provide practical experience for RTV students and to . telecast .football, basketba II and volleyball next year. He disclosed that Ora1~ge
publicize UCF football."
Cable plans to exp.and UCF coverage, but declined to explain to what extent. .
All of the home football games and the women's volleyball tournament were
shown and all the mens' home bask~tba11 games will also be shown. "Each game
required about eight hours of work by stude)'lts to .prepare and present. It's a
unique expierience in video work," said Hall.
He explained that 25-30 students worked on the projects last yea r, with 15-18
students working on each game.
H sa id this year his class will produce a ll horn men's and women~5 basketball,
the women's _basketball tournament, womens volleyball a nd this year's national
womerrs· vollevba ll tournament.
His class wit'! a lso submit proposals for four other tapings later in the quarter.
Hall said game tape$ could not be old to network channels 2, 6 or 9 because·of
differen es in trchnical format like UCF s black-and-w.hite tapes. Hall said network affiliates feel black-and-whit~ doC'sn't have t.he commerci al appeal of color.
Hee plained that for th same reason the Entertainment and Sports Programming Network , ESPN, a group of nationwide cable affiliates specializing in college
r ~s
.,
· games not b rwidcast by ABC, would not be interested.
ABC still has one vear to run on a four-vC'ar exclusive' contract with the NCAA.
Orcmge CablC'vision i.s not an EPSN ·affiliate, but relics on a rC'gional sports
group and UCF, said Greg May, programming director of Orange Cable ision ..
Ordinarily chools pay for the telecasting . of their gamt>s said Ma . . but UCF_.
\
ataffwrlter
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Bulletin Board
Music workshop
s~ries planned
Area children in first to sixth
grades are in for an entertaining
time if they enroll in this year's
children's music workshop -- Feb.
2, 9 a11d 16 -- at UCF.
Singing, ·dancing, playing instruments and music appreciation are scheduled for the series
of "mini" classes each of the
three Saturday mornings, from
9: 30 to noon.
This year's workshop, under the
direction of Dr. Mary P~lmer,
UCF associate professor of music
education, will give children the
opportunity to · see, hear, touch
and play instruments used in the
band and orchestra, and to .take
part in square dancing, folk
dancing, group singing, and other
musical games.
The children will be grouped in
classes of 6 to 16, according to
age, said Palmer. "Each child
will be scheduled for five different
half-hour classes each Saturday
morning, and will be able to enjoy
a snack during our live music
performance,'' she noted.
Palmer added registration is
limited, and applications will be
accepted through Jan. 25. There is
a $10 registration fee. For further
information, contact the UCF
College of Extended Studies, at
(305) 275-2123.
.

Homecoming party
scheduled for alumni
An "Ain't We Got Fun?" pizza
·and beer party is planned for UCF
· alumni, Jan. 26, from 5:30 - 7:00
p.m. in the multi-purpose room of
the UCF Village Center. Entertainment will be by the Rosie
O'Grady's Good Time Jazz Band.
The party will cap homecoming
week, Jan. 21-26, and will be
followed immediately by the
basketball game in UCF' s gym,
pitting the Knights against
Eckerd College.
·
Tickets for the pizza and beer
party are available for $6 each
and should be purchased in
advance. For further information
contact Mark Glickman, 275-2233.

GU~R~NTEe

TO

.

~

.

.~

Eric · Lesko, a leading guitar
soloist and teacher, will appear
Jan. 13 in the U.CF Faculty Artist
Series in the university's music
:r:ehearsal hall.
A graduate of the Hartt College
of Music at the University of
Hartford, Lesko has an extensive
background i~ classical guitar.
Tickets for the 3:30 p.m.
performance are $2 at the door.
All proceeds go to the UCF Music
Scholarship Fun~.

A Brevard chapter of the UCF
Alumni Association has been
·f ormed, officers elected, and
committees named. The focus is
on attracting more a.l u-m ni,
.raising scholarship money and
awarding scholarships on behalf
of the chapter to Brevard
students.
The new chapter's first priority
will be to establish a strong
membership from among UCF's
2,000 Brevard alumni and raise

t<E.Efl

faculty and staff in the Knight
Room from 1 until 3 p.m.
Students are welcome at
anytime during the discussion.

Congressman Kelly
to speak on campus
U.S. Congressman Richard
Kelly, 5th Congressional District,
will be on campus Jan. 14 at 2:30
p.m. in the Multi-purpose Room to
conduct a UCF "town meeting".
Kelly will discuss current national
issues and respond to citizens'
questions and concerns.

Identify Grant Opportunities and
Write a Grant Proposal'' will be
held Jan. 30, 31 and Feb. 1, from
8:30 a.m .. to 4:30 p.m. in the
President's Board Room at the
main campus.
The purpose of this course is to
provide information about how to
write, ·interpret, and use grants.
The fee is $225, and registration
information is available from the
College of Extended Studies at
275-2123.

meetings in the Knight Room of
the cafeteria. The series is
entitled ''Table Talks'' and begins
today at noon.
The first guest speaker is Dr.
George Westly, professor of
psychology from Loyola University in Chicago. His talk will be on
human relations, friendships and
intimacy.
Following the luncheon, Dr.
Westly will conduct informal
discussions open to all students,

•
services
Typing/editing. large or small jobs. >.
275-2351or677-1902.

help wanted
Judy:

Typing, experienced with term papers, thesis,
resumes, editing: paper supplied. IBM Selectric II
• C/T. Reasonable. Marti lyons~UCF-2811. Home365-6874.

The IMPORTANT papers deserve the most
PROFESSIONAL typing service. 12 yrs. experience
at UF, USF, and AS SECRETARY AND FREELANCE
TYPIST. Interested in theses, dissertations, term
papers. 1st class work assured with IBM Correcting Selectric. Paper supplied. Susie, 647-4451,
after 2.

. Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609-E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

Equipment and air
discounts and group .dives

C:O~TINU~

marketplace

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
·

Meetings 1st and 31:d
Wednesday of each .
month in Student
Organizations Lounge.

TO

l 't.L

Campus Ministry holds ·
luncheon table talks
Grant workshop
Chapter organized Once a morith during winter planned for students.
·quarter the United Campus
A workshop entitled ''How to
for Brevard alumni Ministry · will have luncheon

ABORTION SERVICES, Free pregnancy test, low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaran·
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc. 725 N. Magnolia
Ave. Available by phone 24 hrs a day: 422-0606;
or toll free 1(800)432-8517.

A9UA K~IGHTS

THfl.T

funds to provide local students
with scholarships. Other activities planned for the coming year
include several large social
events so-local UCF alumni can
renew old acquaintances and
make new ones.
For more information, in Ndrth
Brevard call Greg Vanatta,
269-3610 or Mark Hess, 269-9086; in
Central Brevard call Nancy
Ward, 453-3688; or in South
Brevard call Gary or Mary Jane
Henderson, 259-4867.

Guitarists featured
in artists series

Professional typing. 15 yrs. exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided. Call Ginny-273-8407, 8-~ & 7:30-9:30.

SCUBA
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FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Cal for appointment-Counseling for men

BETA Center, 419 N. Magnolia, Ori.

·Jost & found
LOST Motorcycle warm-up suit, blue wired and
white stripes. lost at Alafaya Trail & Univ. Blvd.
Mon at 5 p.m. Call Monty at 298-1281.

1

for sale

PIZZA HUT
RESTAURANT MANAGER TRAINEE
ff you are ambitious, responsible and careerminded; if you have restaurant experience, some
college background and are willing to train in our
comprehensive program, send your resume to :
SMC 1080 Woodcock Road., Orlando, Fl 32803.
We offer a competitive salary & benefit package
which includes hospitalization, life and disability
insurance, paid vacation, educational assistance
programs and profit sharing.

1974 Ford Galaxy, green, fair condition, airconditioned, 2-door. Call after 6;00 weekdays or
anytime weekends. Ph. 886-6961 or x2371 ...
Asking $600, or best offer.
Kitchen Dinnette & 4 chairs $50; cocktail table
with 4 stools $50; Black Vinyl Recliner $50 - Call
671-4322.

I am expanding my business in this area and I need
200 ambitious people to work with me• .No exp. ·
necessary. Will train. Send resume to 6613
Precourt Drive. Orlando 32809 or call 855-9078
for appt.

Calcu.lator Tl-59 $189.
Includes: charger,
ca1TY1ng case, and complete instructions. Also
mag cards and library modules. Still under
warranty, call after 3 pm 834-9232.

1976 BLUE Fiat 131S; 5 speed, air, excellent conWanted-students to work as personal attendants dition. Asking $2850. Call Bettie Sommer at
for male handicapped student beginning Spring 678-6178 weekends & evenings or 647-0823
Quarter, 1980. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph. weekdays.
275-2371, Special Services.
TUTORS WANTED
$4.00 an Hour
pers~nal
1. Must be currently enrolled student or enrolled
the previous quarter.
2. Must !'lave passed the course with a .. B" grade DESPERATION - NEED A ROOMMATE. 108.00 a
month. See photo luout in ~ousing lobby. Phone
or better.
·Richard 275-2151 or Jim 365-7392. Move in ·
3. Must be a U.S. Citizen.
4. If working OPS or Work-study, must work fewer t~ay. Must see to believe. laundry facilities.
Than~ you.
than 20 hours a week.
Apply to Special Services, Student Affairs Room
282, Admin. Bldg.

.

READERS WANTED
Readers needed for visually impaired students.
Ph. 275-2371, Special Services.
YOU SPEND MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIME
Why not make some too? If you have 6-8 hours a
week to spare, local Amway distributorship offers
opportunity for good earnings. Phone Sandy at
275-5196 for appointment.

deadlines
Classified ads .must be submitted in person no '
later than Monday, 4 p.m. On-campus rates are
per line: 50¢ for one issues; 45¢ for two issues;
40¢ for three issues; and 35¢ for four or more
issues. Payment Is due at the time of placement.

r-------.--~-------1
:r~

carpo«:>I
Carpool Melbourne Tues. 10.9, Thurs 10.1. Call
259-3773.

'mg

United way

T?wnks to UOU. It warks
f'br .nor us.

•

A Public. Se1v1r .. or This Neiwsoeoet
' The Ad .. 11.sino Councol

...
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SOR chairman supports semester plan
by Deanna Guget
editor In chief

Florida's state universities and
community colleges should combine
their academic calendars to a common
modified semester plan, according to
Jack McGriff, chairman of the Board
of Regents.
"I don't think it is a question of
whether we will convert to a common
calendar," he said, during a December visit to UCF. "The issue primarily
is which one."
McGriff said he favors the modified
semester plan because it would allow a
new look at some academic programs.
"I think ·with a lot of instructors it
would be a good idea for them to
review their programs."
The proposed semester plan being
considered by the Joint Legislative and
Executive Commision on Postsecondary Education would make academic
terms 15 weeks long. The first week
would be devoted to orientation and
introduction to the classes, weeks 2-14
would be allocated for education and
the fifteenth week will be left free for
final exams.
However, Mc(;iff said
Florida's
postsecondary institutions should be
governed by a revised BOR system
rather than two plans being considered
by the committee on postsecondary
education.
·"The statewide Superboard is unacceptable because it would be a 17 to 19
member board, and that's too combersome," McGriff said. The local board
of trustees proposal could fragment the
state's institutions too much and create
another layer of bureaucracy, ne said.
The postsecondary education committee voted during a public hearing
held Jan. 7 and 8 to abolish the BOR
and convert to a Superboard that
would incorporate the State Board of
Education,a ccording to Student Body

and the regents to travel to each
meeting.
McGriff's number one goal for the
state university system is quality. "I
want the best," he said.
The state will have to l~ok at each
university to decide what it needs in
order for all the universities to prosper,
,
he said.
"I think you can grow and continue
to get quality education with more
people (and little more funding) if you
A
do it properly," said McGriff.
student-driven
funding
program,
which would allocate funds to a
university based on the number of
students they have enrolled, would best
serve Florida's universities, he said.
"Quality improvement should be
sufficient to meet the universities
needs," McGriff said. '.'We need to
use instructors also, in my opinion, in
self-improvement of quality. We've
got to get some quality instructors in

President Armando Payas. However,
the committee may reconsider this vote
at their Jan. 18 meeting, he said. More
will be reported on this issue in the next
issue of the Future.
The present BOR system could be
changed to allow regents to almost
always meet in Tallahassee, McGriff
said. He said ··he would like three
regents to visit universities outside
their own area to discuss their concerns with students and administrators.
"The purpose of meeting at
various universities is seeing the
universities and evaluating their needs,
but that doesn't work because they're
(the regents) in meetings all day.
Through this system, various regents
would be able to visit ·and obtain a
clear picture of each university."
McGriff said this system would be
better than · moving each of the
meetings because it is expensive and
difficult to the university presidents

there face-to-face with the students.
don't see how m the world you · <;au
ever get a quality system without good
teachers with the students-and I mean
excellent.
"But I think where we've 'been
derelict is once .a teacher gets temJre
we just leave him/her in the
classroom,"
McGriff added. He
recommended teachers have periods of
automatic renewal reviews to be sure
their material remains fresh.
The state university system will be
aided by the quality improvement funds allocated by this year's legislature,
"The quality imMcGriff said.
provement program is $33 million we
didn't have before. We'll just have to
see if we can keep some money going
into quality improvement. · If the
legislature d<fesn't give us enough
money, we'll keep hitting.them on the
head for more."

Blount-----------would return winter quarter ready and able to work hard for
some student projects and services. .
"I certainly hope I never have to stand before you in this ·
capacity again because I guarantee you there will be a
resignation," Blount said. "I will not be part of politics. It's
not my job."
Fifteen senators interviewed after Blount's announcement
said they were shocked Blount might resign.
One ·senator who asked to remain unidentified said he felt
Blount read the resignation letter to motivate the senate ·to
action. But sources close to Blount said he was sincerely
disgusted with the senate's attitude last quarter .
·

a

Blount said he is optomiftic about change in the senate's
attitude this quarter .
. "When you have that petty game playing that was going
on last quarter, the senate _cannot operate effe.c tively,"
Blount said. "I think the break has done the senators good.
They've come back with a much better attitude. It has taken
a toil on us, though. It caused Sen. Vershel and Sen. Krulish
to resign." ·
Blount said he believed the new senators came into the
senate ready for a fight because the senate had a reputation
for playin·g politics in the past. "They were looking for little
errors to blow up into something we ·had to hide, and there
wasn't anything there."

ENERGY.
We can't afford to waste it.
.

.

-~

-~--=-=----=-

z=:

SEEDS & STEMS
11631 E. Colonial Dr.

275-0350

The Low Over!!

NEARUCF

HEAD SHOP
SAY IT WITH

PARAPHERNALIA!
.

.

Check us out in 1980· Now we've got it.Alt
•

Bongs-Pipes- Clips-mirrors-straws-BooksUnd_erground comics-GroWing kits-Free BaSe'"J_,shirts
~BuCkles-Purses~Jewelry More·Scales than ·ever.
The after Christmas ~'Unload IIi
the Stuff'~ sale of selected I
•
I
items, some as •1s.
I

Rent-A-Scale $10 for a day
with an Ohaus Triple Beam .
$85 deposit, no ID required

~Kw====~~:~wi:::::::::=~MUkC::==~~41Mc:::::=~~IM~.:::;:.==~~·Mtc:::;:_:::::;::::>e~rr====~~l•MC::::::~M4JMC::===~~:Mtc::==:::;)C~HH====~~t•MC:::==~~uwc::===~41MC:===~~:Mtc:::::::>eMtc::::.-~K-====~~w:tc::==~

PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE

This cops-n-dopers game may be lots of fun, but
it's REALLY messing up the economy, not to mention
alienating a bunch of-people-almost a f_o.u_
rth .of
Laws don't change by themselves.
the population now. Let them know how ·you feel
1. Elected officials change laws
and find out how they feel
2~ Voters decide who the elected officials are
. before you vote again.•.
3. Elected officials are keenly aware of both 1) and 2)
REMEMBER: Vote Cool.

111111ent
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enate should buckle down to business

Last quarter the new Student Senate got the year
to a bad statt. After completing the entire
quarter, the senate could not list one accomplishment. •Their leader threatened to resign because he
said he was tired of their pettiness, and several.
senators did resign'because they were fed up.
For many years since it has been established, our
Student Senate has been the refuge for some
would-be Hitlers who frlt it was their duty to sift
out the "mosf corrupt" senators and ad·ministrators and take over. The result is the
majority of the senate's time has heen sprnt on pdty politics, rather than services for thC' s udents.
The senate at a college university is not real world
politics arid is not the place to use real political
tactics to further themselves, or for their own
amusement.
During fall quarter, the senate's major accomplishment was the revi~ion of the body's standing
Finance Code regarding fund appropriations to
student organizations. Although they spent many
weeks of debate on this revision, the senate voted
to revert back to its previous code at the 1ast
meeting. of the quarter. Rather than trying to im·
prove .- its. new code, the senate took an easier
route and reverted to old rules they already had
found unsatisfactory.
,
Contrary to its legislative counterpart, Student
Government's executive branch has co:mtinued to
work for student services. The cabinet sets its
goals each quarter and follows through on' them as
far as it can. Although they have .made some
mistakes, at least they are working toward positive
.goals rather than working' against any goals as
some of the senators seem to be doing.
The senate should follo~ · the' lead of the
executive branch .it is- . so quick to criticize and
work on some sofid projects. Vice President
Blount has opened the door for this step by inviting
the senators to discuss projects and programs with
him.· Rather than attacking each oth~r like a pack
of wolves, the senate should work togetht::r with
the executive br~nch as'its watchdogs.
Perhaps it is not entirely the senate's fault
because past Student Senates have set the tone for
their actions.· At this time, however--when the
senate ~s comprised of many new senators and
when the executive branch is open to new · ideas-the senate could set a new precedence for future
senates. _The students are paying the price for the
present trend, which has not proved beneficial to
anyone in the· past. It's worth the try if improvements can be made. If not, the senate can at
least say they've tried to work for one goal: to
work with one another instead of ~against each
.. ·
"'~
.
other..
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Letter Policy·
Letters to the editor must be delivered to the Future_,by 3
p.m, on the Mon~a¥i:prio~ to. pµblica~ipn to be .coo~Clered 
for ·the issue. Letters rifust 6ear the \1irdter's signaftire and~
phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The
Future reserves the right to edit lette-rs.
't

PETTY

_Letters

VP welcomes students. back

Editor:

I would lik<· lo Like this opportunity to
Wf'lcomr all rd11r11i11g a11cl IH'\\' sl11d<·nts to UCF.
We sincrrely hop<' that you shar<' the optimism
with your Studenf Covc•rnment for a stimulating
and productivr new y.r ar.

Student wants end
to frustrating lines
Editor:
Please forgive the followjng vent of my anger
and frustration. After standing in line last quarter to obtain my sched~le, I now find myself in
line for add/~r.op. This line might have been
somewhat bearable if the line to the bookstore
an9 the line to the chashier's office had not
.already wreaked their wear on my patience.
Fortunately, UCF has found a wa~ 1 - to prrvrnt
mass st:ampedes. All lines arf' sing!<' file' and
stretch the length of the campus. I ha''<' c·ven
noticed lines at SAGA (though I am sure• after
their first meal peoplr won"t stand in li11c· again).
i rC'alizf' vou nlnnot (:lianl!;<' !hes<' linc·s hut.
hoprfuflv the administr;1tio11 \\·ill take• noti<'<' lh;1I
s<>lll<' of tlw stt1dc11I hodi1•-; do11'l wish to sp<'nd
thC'ir tinw in C'ol_lrgc' all -;in111!.!; <Hil.
.• a1~H' withc,ld In· ITCfll<'SL
. ·-' .
(_~
.
,'

:,. .· Editor: _.·

This public document was promulgated at an annual cost of
$78,893 or 6.7 cents per copy to inform the university
community. Annual advertising revenue of $56,893 defra~·
72 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded through
the Activity and Service Fee as allocated bv the student
government of the University of Central Florida.

Deanna M. Gugel

. u,iversity of Debra L. Schw~b
Central Florida
Managing Editor
Mary Wilson

·

!
~

II i-; 11ot 1111('011\11ion lc. -;c•r• si!.!;11-; in and arn11nd
l 'C1:·., lir1okstorc· n·slri1·lint.!. i11slnl('lit11.! and
dirc·< ·I i11u: 1wopl<· ('c>1H·1·r11ing llw co11d11d and
opc·r:1lio11 of Ill<' IH>okslorc·. The•\· rat1l!;<' from
opc•11i1tl!. ltrn1rs lo i11strt1cli()11s lik<'. .. Do. 1101 bring
IHinks cfr packa.t.!<'s into !lw bookstore'."
It is 111ost dislwarl<'nine: lh<tl 11s<'d i>ooks do not
rc'l'<'i' <' am blc•ssi11gs l'ro111 llw hookslorc· law
:111lhoritic•s. \-1-11-;I of tlwsc' books arc• 111i-;11s1'd.

'

'_ ;t11H·s. of th(· for.n wr holdrrs an.d 'telephone numllC'rs <'\<'ll <trc· \\'ril!C'n in these books. What does
this 1iwt111? l.t1sth· thf' books are marked with indc·lilili· iiik Ilia! «·an detract from the concenI r;il irnt <•I' tlw 11<'\\' buvrr . .
If Ihose· st11dcnts. do not · know the proper
c·liqtll'll<' rn1H·c·rning the U~'ird book deal, I think
Ill<' <111thorities concerned should do something to
li<'lp the frugal studf'nts who buv thrse srcond
h;111d hooks.
.
. ·- G~!1l O_ginni

Editorial.Staff

Editor-in-Chief

Business Manager

James E. Blount
V_ice Pre~ident of the Student Body

Stut;1e11t finds u$~d b()oks~ mishandled

Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 21816.
Editorial office phone: 2 7 5-260 I. Business office phone:
275-2865.

F1Ji1Jrfl

Just .to familiarize vou to our services, we invite
you to visit our offic~s and take advantage of the
dental services, legal aid services, or the centralized services office, which provides anvthing
from ticke.t subsidies For theater and conc~rts to
referral· and discount programs. As your Student
Government, we are pleased to have your input
on our present programs, which include parking,
the extension of libra·ry hours, Lake Claire
clc·velopment and improvement, the forgiven~ss
polic~'·, and the discouragement of cheatin~dust
to name a few. We are also strengthening our
commitment to Student Services and Affirmative
Action. Despite any prior discussion, we are also
producing our first major concert this quarter, to
1
be helcl on February 17 at 8 p.m. in the university
gymnasium. The main attraction will be Gen~
Cotton.
.
I would like to take this opportunity to invite
you to our Student Senate meetings held on every
Tt1<•sday from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Village
Cmtrr Multipurpose Room. We would like to
lwa r your concerns so that we might try to satisfy
~ - our nC'eds. In closing, I would again.like toe~
pn•ss "best wishes" and "high hopes" for this new
, ·c·ar.

Barham C{)W<' ll. associate editor; Paul Taylor, 1•11f1'1'fr1i11111""'
editor; I.aura Ho.f.fman, sports <
'ditor; Brian LaP1'fl'r. 11'111111
l'hief; Jim' Amr'S, Carol Arnold. Vinl'et Chl'vrs. Dari· /J1111lop ,
Kathl<,en Foronda, Fred Le<'. Patty Linzy, Do11g Marks ,
Mil'helle Mastr,rson. Dav<' Mit('hr,11, john Moody, Kim Rr•ade.
Dian<' Taylor.

Business Staff
Grr•lr,l Ml' a11 ey. produdinn managn; Richard Doldr•r.
prorludinn n.~ s istanl ; Tim Bird. jmwt Cl-ark , William Holland.
St<' r<' jmws. firn Rnzi<•r. Dinah Tompkins, lrm1 Tralml, Patty
Wr'.<'k.~

The Future is published weekly, fall wintn and spring and biwPekly in the summer
at the University of Central Florida. It is
writtPn and editPd by students of thP University with o.fficPs in the Art Complex on Libra
· DrivP .
Opinions exprPssed in the Future are those
of the editor or the writer of thp article, and
not necessarily those of the Board of
Publications, University Administration, or
Board of RPgent .
·
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Bus service to extend to East Orange County
by Kathleen Foronda
staff writer

Plans for a bus service to benefit the ]ow/moderate income residents of East
Orange County will tentatively go into effect on March I, 1980, according to
Orange County Community Development planner, Bob Walker.
The combined efforts of the orange County 'Community Affairs department,
Community Development, the East Orange Community Action Association, and
the Orange-Seminole-Osceola Transportation Authority have been put into play,
said Walker.
"The bus project evolved from a request made about three years ago by a group
of senior citizens," noted Walker. With the agreement of the Commun ity
Development Advisory Board, a two year budget of $50,000-was made to match
the 'funds of the Transportation Authority . Prior to that allocation, $5,000 was
provided to fund a 90-day pilot project. Walke·r indicated the two-year _run would
depend upon the success of the pilot program.
In a recent article, UCF's Centralized Services Director, Mark Bender said the
$5,000 funding would provide UCF "a shuttle bus by Jaunary 1, 1980." He said
the bus would "leave from the American National Bank at Colonial Plaza and
drop students off at the Village Center," and. cited a scheduled "run every hour on
the hour, from 6 a.m . to 5 p.m. ~t SO cents a ride." Bender could not be reached
for comment.

Walker summed his reactions to the erroneous statements, saying, "I think it's
irresposible to have so many holes in the article."
Though no bus routes have been finalized, Walker anticipates the route will run
from Christmas to the .Colonial Mall following a· maximum of five round trips 6
a.m. to 6 p.m. Walker also said the fares will be consistent with the transporation
authority's prices.
"Jim Harris, County Administrator, has written a formal request for .two
Orange County school buses," noted Walker. Walker said the 1969 Ford buses
would be driven by dr ivers employed through the CETA program. In addition to
the drivers, there will also be a driver-supervisor. An ap-plication is being made
to the Department of Energy for a 250 gallon per week allotment, and insurance is
being purchased, accord ing to Walker.

iA\lf
FRATERnlTY

UCF enrollments climb
recruiters seek grads

.

•

With a decade of experience ·behind
them, and looking ahead in the l 980's,
officials at UCF are convinced the
university is fast becoming· the number
one choice for many college bound
area residents.
As proof, they point to the l~test
registration figures, which show application for the winter quarter beginning Jan. 7 are up 75 percent over the
same period last year.
Within the State University System
this past fall, more than a quarter of
the 3, 795 new enrollments among the
nine member universities were accounted for at UCF, officials said.
Regardless of the cause 9f the in- '
crease, the effect is visible in the area
job market. Employers have made it
knqwn they are happy with UCF
graduates ... "and want more of the

.

same," said Academic Vic.e President
Leslie Ellis. "It seems likely that this
factor is influencing other prospective
students in the area to decide in UCF's .'
favor," he continued.
The university and its graduates apparently have· gained considerable
favor among national corprations as
well, according to James R. Gracey,
UCF placement director.
October
brought to campus the largest number
of recruiters ever from major, cor.
porations, he said . ;
"We typically have 30 to 40
recruiters
in
October,
which
traditiona11y is a big month. This year
we had 57 companies represented, and
are expecting even more in February,
which is another big month," Gracey
said.

W~N1ER

RUSH PARTY
A1 WIMBLEDON
~100 S. SEMORAN
.

.

FRIDAY JAN 11/8=30 PM

Lambda Chi Alphli
the frate~ity of
h.o n·esi friendship
invites you to their

WINTER ;·: RUSH PARTY
January 11
8.pm to 2 am
I

.

'. Park

Pl~ce

436

,

Apart01ents

436

UCF
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VILLAGE CENTER SERVICES
Village Center Op.enings
4 positrons are now open on the VC Activities Board.

.

·Other VC openings include: · Public lnfor_mation Director, Cultural Events
C~mmittee . Chairperson,

Publi~ Rela_
tions Committee Chairperson

For ap-pUcations or information contact the VC Main desk or call 275-261 ].. ·
.

.

,

_
The Village Center offers Activity Cards for non-students
to help you save on entertainment expenses. . For $10,
yo.u may purchase a card· which allows you to attend all VC
sponsored events at student prices for a full year. For
more information call 275-261 l.

GAME ROOM:
PLAY:
Pocket Billiards
·Bumper Pool
Foosball
Snooker
Pinball & Video Games Cards
Frisbee
Table Tennis

o· .··

RENT:
Canoes
Catnping Equipment

~·

Bicycles
Croquet Set
Watch TV!

OPEN

Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - l l p.m.
·s at. & Sun. l p.m. - l l p.~.

.

.e

WINTER QUARTER LEISURE CLASSES
Winter Quarter, ONLY, will be a six week series of classes beginning: January 28 through March 12.
Class
Time
Place
Fee
Monday I an. 28.
Karate
·
.Stretch & Strength
Disco Dance
Photography I
Tuesday, fan . 29
Karate - continuat.ion
Flying Ground School
Yoga .
Bartending
Disco Dance
Disco Roller Skating
JYednesday,Jan. 30
Polynesian Dan-ce
, ·
Jazz Dance
Stain Glass Art .
Guitar

5:00-7:00 pm
7:00 - 8:30 pm
8:30 -10:00 pm
. 7:00 - 9:00 pm

7:00-8:30 pm
7:00 - 7:45 pm

VCMPR
VC214
VCSOL
Univ. Inn
Arthur Murrays
Sun Skate ~ity

5:00- 7:00 pm ·
7:00 - 8:30 pm
7:00-9:00 pm
7:Q9-9:QO "p ni

VCMPR
vc 211 & 212 .
VC214

5:00 - 7:00 pm
7:00-10:00 pm
7:00 - 9:00 pm
7:0p-9 :~_Q p~

$20
$15
$15

VCMPR
VCMPR
VCMPR
. vc 211 & 212

$25

$60
$15 '
$20
$15
$15

vc

~

$15
.$15
$30 . .
.$15

..
Thursdays .
Ground School Continue.sf

7:00-10:00

pm

VC214

..

\

Lost&Found
.Poster Making
Leisure Classes
.
Duplicating Services (Mimeo, Ditto, Xerox}
Campus Activities Information
Arts and Craft Center
VC Art Gallery
For

information · ca/I

275-2611

or

come

·by

HOURS
8 a.m. • 9 p.m. Mon-Fri.
5 p.m. - 9 p.-m. Sun.

VC

main

desk.
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VILLAGE. CENTER PROGRAMS

Dark Star ·
January l l & 13
VC Movie - ENA.UD 8:30 p.m.
Genera/ Pubfic $1..25
Students FREE with UCF ID.

-Cinema Classiques

A serie·s of films directed by Ken Russell.
Genera/ public $1..00 .
The Music Lovers
January 30
. · Students FREE with UCF ID
Tommy .
February 13
The Devils .
February 27
Lisztomania
February 6
The Boyfriend
March 5
Women In Love
March 12 ·

Village .Center Cultural Events Committee Presents

National .Shakespeare Company
Julius Caesar
Jan.

3t ·Sp.m. VCAR

All That Jazz
By Ric Eberle
Memorabilia and Art of the Roaring 20's
Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Jan. 8-Jan. 27

/

ONLYONEWEEK~TUHOMECOMING
Knights & Dolls-A Roaring Salute to the 20's
SATURDAY, JAN.DARY 26

MONDAY, JANUARY 21
7:00 pm
VCAR

10:00 am
D<'wntown Orlando

Third Annual Bong Show
Featuring Master of Ceremonies,
Michael Marlin-Comedian and Juggler

5:30-7:00 pm·
· VC Multipurpose

TUESDAY, JANUARY 22
8:00 pm
VCAR ·

\VEDN~SDAY,JANUARY 23

I

Alumni Pizza & Beer Night
Featuring Rosie O'Grady's'Band

Room

· Loco-motion Vaudeville
Admission: $2.00 at the door

.8:00 pln
VCAR

Homecoming Parade

.... Sp'!akeasy-Featuring music of°the 20's .
. Cos~ume and Da.nce Contests

7:30 pm
u·cF .Gvm

. Basketball Game-UCF vs. Eckerd
.
Halftime-Crowing of Hc?m'ecoming King & .Queen

I 0 : 00~2:0.0 am
VCAR

'Homecoming Dance
. Feattuing-"Toca" ·

,

FRIDAY, JANUARY 25 .
-·1Z:OO .'noon
.
.
Homecoming Parade
Ar-0un~ the Reflecting Pond

p'rn

I :00
Reflecting Pond .

Pep Rally
Immediately following the Parafle

1:00-3:30 pm
Pond

Green Entertainment-Transatlantique

8:30 pm
VCAR

Village Center Movie-The Sting
Admission: $1. 25 at the door

10:00 pm
Lake Claire

Immediately following the movie

Reflec~ing

~

Boo fire
~

The Village Center Activities Board is funded
through the Activity and Service Fees, as
allocated by the Student Government of UCF.

)'
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Musicians band togeth_
er
to.benifit anti-nuclear cause
"No Nukes" is a three-record
set containing a full two hours of
live music recorded during .five
nights of Musicians United for
Safe .Energy concerts at Madison
Square Garden Sept. 19-23, 1979.
The package also includes a
16-page, full-color . booklet built
around basic information on
nuclear pc..wer and the solar
alternativ_e, with statements from
the ar.ti'sts and noted anti-nuclear
activists.
Getting the whole package
ready for release less than three
months after the original MUSE
concerts should have been
impossible, but, given the
dedication of the artists involved
in the anti-nuclear cause, it was
merely difficult. "No Nukes", like
the concerts themselves, · was a
collaborative feat rarely ~chieved
in rock n' roll, a .sphere notorious
for its individualism.
The 18 diverse artists on the
album include a dream-roster of
music stars: The Doobie Brothers, Jackson Browne, Crosby,
Stills and Nash, James Taylor,
Bruce Springsteen & The E Street
Band, Carly Simon, Graham
Nash, Bonnie Raitt, Tom Petty &
The Heartbreakers, Raydio, Nico~
lette Larson, Poco, Chaka .Khan.
and Sw~et Honey In The Rock.

The project also involved the
participation of several producers, notably Peter Asher, Arif
Mardin, Jon Landau, Steve Van
Zandt, Richard Orshoff, Jimmy
Iovine and Stanley· Johnston. No
fewer than 16 recording engineers
also helped out.
The MUSE concerts attracted
nearly 100,000 paying fans to
Madison Square Garden in what
may be the biggest series of
benefits ever held in this country.
The shows, all of them more than
four hours long, were recorded by
the 24-track remote unit of New
York's Record Plant with a
rotating corps of engineers. This
yielded about 20 hours of music
and was only the beginning.
The MUSE artists then had to
evaluate their tracks and decide,
with some consultation which
songs and performances should
be included _on the record. Once
the choices were made, those
tracks had to be mixed, and
sequenced to give "No Nukes" a
smooth flow and coherence.
Though "No Nukes" excels as
entertainment, the experience i~
records is itself a statement of
what the MUSE members call a
''lifetime commitment to oppose
the devastating prospects of
nuclear technology.''

-~

.

..

."4 \

...

Kenny Loggins and Steve Forbert wi . e appearmg at Bob Carr
Audit_orium Jan. 16 at 7:30 .p.m. All seats are reserved at $8:50.
Loggins gas solidified his position as a solo artist with his newest
release "Keep the Fire."

·vc Gallery presents

roaring salute to 20's
The VC Art Gallery is
presenting memorabilia from the
1920's to commemorate UCF's
homecoming theme of a ''Roaring
Salute to the 20's." Included will
be dishes, clothes such as a floor
length velvet dress with a fur
collar. and "flapper" dresses,
jewelry, watches and bobs,

Art center plans seminar, exhibit
The Maitland Art Center will be
·presenting Theodore B. Donson,
noted authority on fine prihts and
printmaking, in a seminar to be
held tomorrow. Donson, · a
resident of Irvington, N:Y. is a
lawyer, consultant and dealer in
fine prints, and the author of
Prints

and

recently

the

Print

published

Market

by

Crowell.
The seminar will be held in
conjunction with the month-long
exhibit "Prints : What Are We
Looking At?" to include prints by
Rembrandt, Gericault, Kandinsky, Currier & Ives, Baskin and
Picasso. Donson will explain the
nature and scope of the print

market and will bring examples
of autographic prints, afters,
reproductive prints, fakes, forgeries, and falsified proofs.
Participants may bring their own
prints for evaluation and appraisal. Text and information are
availble at the Maitland Art
Center, or you may call 645-2181.

T.Y.

cigarette cases and ornate filigree
sterling silver containers.
Also on exhibit are paintings
from the 1920's in the style of Art
Deco and some 20th Century
paintings in the same style. Art
Deco was a period in the 1920' s
and 30's. The art from this period
is very decorative, extremely
linear and graceful with the
quality of flowing feeling. This art
incorporates abstractions of nature and fantasy into everything
such as architecture, furniture
and jewelry.
Ric Eberly, a student here at
UCF, is presenting some of his
own originals in the Art Deco
style. He said he is very interested
in art of the 1920's and has his own
collection
.

Television star makes film, singing debut
by Paul Taylor
Entertainment Editor

"Contrary to popular belief, you can fuse the three
together (TV, films, and music)-l'm going to do .fr-and I am going· to do it legitimately," Wi1lie Aam ~s
said. ,
.
Aames has a successful career in TV's "Eight is ·
. Enou~." yet his youthful ambition is to suceed in ,
bec.o ming a complete entertainer. "I can't say that
I'm prepared, and I can't say that rm not_," he said.
.. I won't know. until it really happens. If 'Scavenger
1
Hunf add its attendant song, 'You're the Only One I :
Ever Needed,' take. off like 'we ·think, then i.t.-""ill be
clear-sailing, and thaf s rea1ly the only way tO find
out.'.'
.
Aames·and his band Paradise ar~ all doing concert
dates. His concert schedule brought him to Walt

Disney World during the holida ys.
.
"Scavenger Hunt," is a comedy about a frantic
chase by 15 potential heirs on a winner-take;all $200
million treasure hunt. The sTeven A. Vail film was
directed by Michael Schultz and stars, in addition to
Aames, Richard Benjamin, James Coco, Scatman
Cr.o.ther.s, Cloris Leachman, Cleavon. Little, Roddy
McDowell, Robert Morely, Richard Mulligan,
Tony -Randall and Dirk Benedjct. "Scavenger Hunt"
opened at local theaters last month. _·
"Music has always been my first ·k>Ve. I started in
music before ~cting, I was pa lying· 'Classical guitar ,
when I was five ," remarked Aam~s'. .. I listened to
-H"Rdrix and Cream in the fourth arid. fifth grades. I
was kind of a hard core rock n' roller."
Aames revealed .that he's not after) he glamour and
delicate:look of some rock stars. ''Alot of young rock
musicians want-to have that glainoui-'and silky look,

b.u t that's not my image. Cail it macho if you want
but it's me; it's my California lifestyle."
Billboard. magazine picked Aames single "You're
the only one that I ever needed" and "Why don't you
answer?" as one of the top ten new singles . . Aames
vocals and rhythm guitar" are complimented by the
rock backup of Paradise.
··our music isn't bubble gum-type music," he said .
"Its a California sound. It's ballads and legitimate
music, and .we're writing mu~ic that we hope will be
around for years .to come."
·
..I personally can't stand disc·o ; it gives me. a
headache. It also puts a - lot bf .musicians out of ~
work," Aames ·said. He has written an anti-disco
song .. Not Here Not Now."
.
.
The majority of songs performed in his concerts are
ori~ina l song~.
.
·

i

•
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Windoms plays Ernie.Pyle
The wit and cha:rm of
America's favorite World
War II correspondent are
revived in William Windom's perceptive and humorous portrayal of Ernie
Pyle at the Tampa Theatre,
Jan. 19 at 8 p.m.
Windom is probably best
known for · his Emmy
winning role as the lead in
NBC-TV's series, "My
World And Welcome To It",
based on the works of
James Thurber. This sea·son Windom portrays Ernie
·Pyle, the people's philosopher -- the little guy who
wrote about the little guys
during the depressfon a_nd

World War II. His low keyed zipper on his pants that
journalism, unerring eye_ keeps getting stuck. Winand talented typewriter dom has allocated parts of
captured the flavor of the
the proceeds from his
1930's, and 40'.s in human · "Ernie Pyle" show to the
terms that put millions of Scripps-Howard Foundanewspaper r~aders on the
scene of major events that tion· which uses the money
shaped the depression and to help underwrite the
world War II.
annual Ernie Pyle Awards.
Willia111 Windom's porReserved seats are $7.50/
trayal of the Scripps-Ho- - $6.50/$5.50/$4.50. Tickets
ward reporter makes one
are available at the Tampa
want to scurry for more of T_heatre Box Office, 223Pyle's commentaries con8981, weekdays noon until 5
tained in a book called
p.m. and at Bay Area Maas
Home Country. One of the
Brothers Stores. Group
many hilarious scenes from
rates are available. Free
the show comes when Ernie
parking at Exchange Bank
describes his combat with a
after 6 p.m.

Symphony spoofs baroque
in P. D. Q. Bach concert
The famed discoverer of gram, "a gigantic spoof of commercial and an underP.D.Q. Bach (1807-1742?) baroque music," will consist ground movie, · sang and
THE OUTLAWS rock in the New Year at Peter Schickele is coming to of works entirely unknown played in a rock group, and
Lakeland Civic Center. Molly Hat~het and 3 8 Orlando to perform some of prior to. 1959 when they were saw the release of a
. first presented by Professor · Vanguard album for which
special appeared with the Outlaws in a special the immortal music of the Schickele. Selections such as he arranged and conducted
great composer with the
holid~ Celebration.
·
· Florida Symphony Orchestra "SCHLEPTET in E-flat", instrumental versions of
Jan. 19, at the Bob Carr ''Gross Concerto for Diverse songs by himself, Bob Dylan, · ·
Auditorium, and_, Jan . .21. Flutes, Two Trumpets and and the Beatles.
The Goldenrod Fe-stival Committee ·will hold its second
with the U.S.F. Symphony Strings," and "Concerto for
Peter Schickele graduated
Annual Goldenrod Festival tomorrow, in Goldenrod.
Jan. 21 at Tampa Theatre.
Piano vs. Orchestra S. 88", from the Juilliard School of
UCF students and faculty will be taking an active part in
Peter Schickele has captiare newly discovered works Music, where he studied with
the festival and are irivited to attend.
vated audiences performing of P.D.Q. Bach that Profes- · Vincent Persichetti. Since
Plans 'for the . day include a large parade, live entertainthe works of P.D.Q. Bach sor · Schickele will perform 1959 he has been giving
ment by several musical and dance groups throughout the
with major symphony orwith the Florida Symphony humorous concerts, featurOrchestra under the direc- ing the "newly discovered"
day, a booth and display. area for crafts, several carniyal
chestras throughout the
rides, a commu.nity .dinner and numerous other activities.
United States. His perfor,,.
tion of Alfred Savia, Associ- .' music of P.D.Q. Bach. Peter
Over 3,000 people attended the first festival in January
mances at New· York's
ate Conductor. ''Eine Kleine Schickele lives with his wife
1979, and hopes are to attract double or triple that numb~r
Carnegie _Hall have been · Nightmusik" by the compo- and two children in New
tomorrow, according to committee officials.
shown to sold-out houses.
ser Peter Schickele will also York City.
be performed.
The festival will be held on Aloma Avenue between ForProfessor Schickele's proTickets for the perfor- .
syth and Howell Brand~ Road starting at 11 ~.: ~_ . .
•
Peter Schickele is a mance may be · obtained by
1
composer in his own right contacting the Florida Sym- ·
' ·
E""'"""""B
lhl
E
i5S3S
and versatile as well. In the phony offi~e. 841-1280, Bob
space of one year, he wrote Carr Box office 849-2363 or at
an orchestral work commis- the local mall ticket outlets.
m
.
,_ iJeRICA!. .
sioned by th~ St. Louis Reserved-seating costs $5, $6,
~
~ .~
m Symphony,
did several "Se- arid $8.
., -·
EJ
B
EJ .
EJ
EJ
EJ
. El .. . . ~ .
a
&J
'
same Street'' segments,
Re~erved tickets for the
contributed music 'and lyrics Tampa performa11ce ar.e
to the Broadway hit "Oh · · $10.50, 9.50, 7.50 and C.50.
Calcutta'', scored a ':'f.V
Photo by Marshall hamlln

G01denrod -to host festival

lllE!a5!!!51BLE1i~l'

.

· .

-

~ ~ EJIE~?li!_&_
A RideWith
AFriend ·

l

·f

· · 'ENERGY. ··

We can't afford to waste it.
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Senate debates finance code, offends UCF clubs
by Diane Taylor
staff writer

The twelfth Student Senate held its first meeting of 1980 last Tuesday at its new
day and place. The Senate meetings have been changed from Thursday afternoon to Tuesdays from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Multipurpose Room.
The subject receiving the majority of debate was the finance code, signed into effect Monday. The present code was originally introduced in the summer of 1979,
signed by Student Body President Armando Payas, but never signed by Dr. C. W.
Brown, acting associate vice president for Student Affairs.
The senate, unaware the code had not been fully signed into law, began

Tuition----------------Atlantic Bank, and Combank. They
simply haven't been asked to make
those transfers."
According to McQ uilkin, those UCF
students who have deposited their
resources in the United States are
paying their fees .
McQuilkin said university offidWs
met to discuss foreign stwler¥
problems generally, and the potential
Iranian finance problem specifically.
1
Both McQuilkin and Nguyen said they
are aware of only about "half-adozen" actual cases of financial .cliff iculty, with the full severity of the
situation unknown until after the Jan,

from page 1

11 drndline for this quarter's foe
payment.
McQuilki~ said the meeting determined Iranian students with problems
would have to depend on short· term
loans or third pa.rties aside fr~m _t~
university for assistance. "Our financial aid cannot meet all their needs
with
our
present
resources,"
McQuilkin said .
In light of continuing financial difficulties for Iranian students over the
past, year, Nguyen said the number of
students unable to pay was "not at all
unusual,"

proposing revisions and amendments in a new bill. J:lowever, since the original
code was neither vetoed nor signed, such revisions and amendments could not be
· applied. Eventually, the original finance code was signed by Payas and Brown
and is now in effect.
ACCORDING TO Michelle Tharp, president pro tern , similar problems could
continue to occur if bills are not immediately reviewed by the executive branch.
"The president has ten days to sign or veto the bill and if he fails to do so, this is an
impeachable offense. The bill then goes to Brown, who has three weeks to veto ~r
sign. This is what should have happened to the finance code. ~he problem t~en. is
not with the finance code itself, but with what happens to the bill-whether it dies
or becomes law.
.
. ,,
"If the president has any questions about the bill he should immediately veto it,
Tharp said.
,
Ron Jakubisin, the president's executive adviser, responded to Tharp s comments
by stating that Student Body President Payas "did not want to threaten the
Senate .."
"HE DID not want to veto the finance code, but rather to offer
suggestions. Armando regrets holding it up in the first place," Jakubi~in ~~id: !"le
further suggested the senate stop bµrdening the executive b~anch with asmme
problems and complaints," and "ret on with the business of representing students."
.
The finance code originally set µp the Clubs and Organizations ~o~mittee,
which has recently been the target of complaints from clubs and organizations appealing to the committee for financing from the C&O account. .
..
· Student Body Vice President James Blount accused the committee of a general
lack of sensitivity and the inapility to accept construetive criticism." Blount wrote
27 letters of apology to organizations.
Accordin·g to Blount, "The problem was that the C&O committee scrutinized
too much.
"There were also personality conflicts on the committee, -and often prej.udice
against .some clubs and organizations requesting funds," said Blount. He did not
wish to identify which clubs were subject to negative bias.
Blount said he would like to "publicy apologize to any clubs who were
mistreated by the C&O committee, especially within the College of Business."

' San Jost
FR.EE PREGNANCY TESTS

QUALITY CARE
FAMILY PLANNING
Speakers Service

Precision Style 88.00 ·w/UCF I.D.
Reg. 819.00
Dry Layer Cut $4.00

BIRTH CONTROL

[!Jae· OC

cvnecologists

'fl11
t:;linic

2233

m ROAD. WINTb PARK

Men'sStyling

Counseling

For Appointment
671-6604

San Jose Center
Hwy. 436 Next to Goodyear

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249

·Southern .P hoto.
Photo Sup.p lies .

We would like to welcome everyone
back from Christmas break

Cameras .• Strob~s-· ~ Frames • "atts .

and we wish ~ach of you the best
of luck this _
quarter.

Weddings.• Pa_s sports & I.l).'s

_Sincerely, '
The Brothers of
Pi Kappa Alpha

Reps

here~

JiAN 21, 22

check with
PLACEMENT

INTEAV1ews:

STUDENT UNION

PEACE CORPS .• VIST~
Info Booth--

Call, toll-free:
1-800-241-3862

Portraits
STUDENT
PISCOUNT$

'Open: Mon-Sat 9-6 3184 E. Colonial
F~I - till 9
,Herndon Pla2a
~unday i-5
:8~~-1.,24

Five good. reasons
why you should .choose
Criterion Auto Insurance!
1. Criterion is a highly regarded, finan. cially strong company which specializes in automobile insurance
protection.
2. Outstanding claim service is provided by over 2,500 professional
claim representatives located
throughout the cour:itry.
3. Criterion offers a complete line of
coverages to protect you, your family and your car.
4. A convenient payment plan is avail- .
able to help your budget.
5. A Criterion policy will protect you
no matter where you drive in the
United States and Canada.
Call today for a free., personal rate quotation. Of course., there is no obligation
of any kind.
.
CALL:645~1~88

JIM RICHARDSON
3131 CORRINE o.-., Q"~N.DO, F~.J

Criterion
INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Oftice:

Washln~ton,

D.C.

Sports
Clark's men slated number one in nation
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Whil<:> the rest of u~ vVere trimming
and defeated Xavier for the second
trees and wrapping packages over the
time l 09-79. They also defeated Cenholidays, the UCF basketball team was . tral Conneticut and Aquinas College.
heading for an undefeated 11-0 record
Bo Clark led the Kn~ghts in scoring
and a national ranking of number one
with a 31. l points per ·game average.
in division II schools.
Gerald Jones in UCF's most consistent
The Knights opened the season with
shooter, sinking over 62 percent of his
an 84- 77 win over Division I Furman ·shotsfor an 18.4 average. Ruben CotUniversity. They then bombed Florida
,on, the teams leading rebounder with
Memoriai l 16-70 and squeaked by
112, is the· third leading scorer,
Xavier 83-79. FIT was no match for
averaging l.7.6 and Rotondo Ebron is
the Knights, as UCF nearly doubled
scoring 13 points per game.
their score 122-63. The next four
Head Basketball Coach Torchy
.clark will go for his 200th victory ~s
games were also easy for the Knights,
as they drubbed Edward Waters 113-coach at UCF. Wins over ·St. Michaels
94, Urbana ~8-59, Blackburn ~07-72
College on Thurs. Jan. 10 would give
Clark 200 wins.

Lady Cagers show
their progress
Freshman Mary Holapa is second in
scoring with 14.2 poi~ts a game1 and
Gayle Blutcher is runner-up in
Struggling for the lead the enti_re
rebounds with a 5.8 average .
.game, the UCF women's basketball
According to head Coach Nancy
squad could not overcome North West
Sirmons, the squad has been "Con_Missouri State's long distance shooting
attack in ·dropping . a 78-76 hear't _ sistently improving. and prog~essing"
throughout the first part of the season . .
·~reaker last week.
:
"We're utilizing opr depth and
Patty Painter, top scorer for th~
strength. And they're starting to cUck
Lady Bearkittens with 24 points, Sand
and put together the organization and
three clutch free throws in the closing
discipline y•ith which we want to be
minutes of play to clinch the game for
able
to play."
the visitors. laura Smith and Dale
Over
the Christmas holidays, the
Zimmerman led the UCF offen~e with
Lady Knights won five. of six games,
16 points each, while sopomore Cindy
including a 61-58 squeaker over St.
Frank came off the bench to add 13.
Leo . and a 78-76 battle with the
The addition of Laura Smith, as well
University of South Florida. Other vicas Karin Fischer and Celestine Wilson
tories
were 77-70 over Edward Waters
from the volleyball team, has already ·
College, 78-62 over James Madison
proven beneficial to the squad. Smith.
and · 71-57
over
University,
a six-foot senior, has led the Lady
Longwood. The team dropped a 83-73
Knights in scoring in five of their last
decisiqn to Bethune-Cook.man last
seven games.
week.
Since joining the feam in December,
The Lady Knights play host to.
Smith has also taken over both scori.ng
Community
College
Miami-Dade
and rebounding leads, averaging 17.6
South Saturday at 2 _p.m.
points and 13.6 rebounds per gan:ie.

by Patti Linzy

sbff writer

..
•

Brian LaPeter/Future :
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~enter Dean Rossin dunks one in the basket in the game against
Aquinas Jan. 5, where the Knights won 109-77. The number -one
team in the nation (Division II) will take on Western New England
Sunday at I p.m. in the gym.

.

Volleyball captu~es eighth in natio~als
by Patti Linzy

·

sbffwrlter

Although they got off to a good start
with three opening round victories, the·
Lady Knights saw their hopes for a
second consecutive national volleyball
title suddenly vanish as they suffered
back-to-back upsets in the doubleelimination AIAW Division II National
Volleyball Tournament hosted by UCf.
in December.

".,

The one bright spot in UCF's disappointing eighth place finish was the
·selection of the team captain Daniele
Deas to the All-American squad.
The senior starter suffered _a personal
tragedy only one week pnor to the
national tournament-the death of her
father. She returned from her native
Haiti just two days before competition
began.
UCF emerged from pool pl~y on

opening day undefeated, dumping
College of Charleston 15-5 15-4·
University of Delaware, 15-6, 15-~
and Northern Colorado, 15-6, 15-7.
Northern Colorado gained revenge
the next day, sending UCF to the
loser's bracket with a 16-14, 15-11 upset. The Lady Knights led in the first ·
game 13-5, before squandering 12 of
the next 13 serves and allowing the
challengers to grab the lead and the
~

I

Lady archer claims

Archery has no
placeatUCF
UCF's Laura Cale took first place in the First Annual
Eastern Invitational Archery Tournament held in Reading,
Pa.
Seven colleges were represented in the tourney, and Cale
beat 22 other women for first place.
Since her arrival at·UCF, Cale has been trying to practice
her specialty on campus without much success. Although
Cale practices two to three hours a day, she said she has to
shoot at'home because UCF hasn't designated a spot they feel
is saff' enogh to shoot in.
Cale, who also has been named to the All-East team this
year, has been practicing archery for two and a half ye~rs
and first learned her sport in a class at Brevard Community
College. She was soon drafted onto the school's team.
UCF could use an archery team, Cale said, but it may be
get -started too late in the year to be ready for intercollegiate
competition this year.
.
Cale said she feels archerv is an easy sport to begm.
W{thin 11/2 to three years, sh.e said, you ·can become really
good. Next quarter, UCF may begin an archery class, she
said.

•,..........

I
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Laura Cale
Briant.Peter/Future
... aims to find somewhere to shoot on campus

game.
·
UCF appeared to be back on the
winning track against intrastate rivbal
Florida · International
University,
taking the first game 15-9. But the
Sunblazers, previously beatei·, eight
times this season by the national
champs, fought back hard and pulled
out narrow 15-1.3, 16-14 wins to oust
the Lady knights from the tournament.
FIU went on to finish second to
University of Hawaii-Hilo, last year's
runner-up .
During the second phase of the tournament, UCF encountered two basic
problems which hampered play.
While the p!Jssing (moving the ball to
the s~tters) average was the best a 11
season, the problems revolved around
the inability of the. setters to get the.
ball to the "right, hot" hitters and then
the failure of the hitters to execute
properly.
"We played dumb ball," 'said McDaniel. "They (Colorado) didn't
change their style of play. We didn't
use the lines on our hits and we kept
trying to go crosscourt. We just didn't
make them wo1 · ."
The season overall was a good one
for the Lady Knights (54-5). Although
she doesn't feel the team ever reached
its full potential, the head coach is
quick to admit her squad played "good
ball a II season, with a schedule much
harder than the year: before." With the
loss of seven sen{ors, next year looks to
be a tremendous rebuilding year for
UCF
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Humps win national championship
_ ThP.-Humps ca.ptnre<l tl.€} Nati:m~:-1 Ftag F<)otball ChampioAstitle l_~s.t week, as
they finishe9 as the only undefeated team in the Michelob-Light Sugar Bowl
Classic held at the University of New Orleans.
The Humps rolled over the University of Arkansas in the championship game,
31-12 . The Humps finished the tourney with a 7-0 record and earned the right to
play a 10-minute exhibition game with runner-up University of Arkansas. Over
70,000 attended the bowl game and were present for the pre-game exhibition.
The 7-0 tourney tally raised the Hurrips four-year intramural football record to
42-1-1. The record includes four consecutive UCF campus championships.
Most of the Hump team members said they didn't expect to do well in the invitational because_schools with very large and successful intramural programs
participated in the tourney. Other teams entering the competing are Ohio State,
Texas, Florida State, Al'abama, Arkansas, C. W. post, Dayton, and the University
of New Orleans The Hi.Imps was among a few Division II schools in the competition~
·
'
Four of the nine man squad received All~American recognition: Tom Lucci, Phil
Castrani, Doug Dyer and Calvin Lingelbach. Lingelbach and Dyer were also
named the t~urnament's co-~ost Valuable p laye:-s, and Dyer was voted the Most
Valuable Kicker, sweeping all of the tournaments awards. Other team members
are Jim Ames., Doug Miller, Angelo C::1:1isi:nano, George Lee and Bobby S€hamp.

Most of the schools participating in the four~day contest sent teams of 20
_players, Il'!l!ny of which included separate offensive and defensive units and
specialty teams. But the Humps only used nine players in the contest.
"
The teams sent to New Orleans were the campus champions of their respecti e
schools or all-star teams organized by the campus champions. Some teams
received money for the trip from their local Budweiser beer distributor for minor
funding, while many fraternities used their funds for the financing. The majority
of the schools received money from their Student Government.
The Humps were a different case, though. After receiving just enough money to
rent a van and pay the tournament entrance fee, all extra costs had to be handled
by each of the players. One team member said, "It ran us all about $ l 50. I guess
that it was worth it though, seeing that we won a national championship."
This is the second year the Humps have brought home UCF national intramural
recognition. Last year the Humps finished second in the nation in the Schlitz Intramural Olympics held . in Miami. In that competition,_ the Hump Basketball
team was undefeated, beating Memphis State 77-71 for the basketball championship.
Tom Lucci said that winning the basketball .crown last year, "was a real thrill,
.but it wasn't as much a thrm as playing in front of 70,000 people 1mowing that
you're the best in the nation ."
UCF Intramural Director Loren Knutson, said of the Humps' championship ef_fort, "When I first looked at the list of schools that would be playing in the tourname.nt, I thought that they might have a tough time; that is, with contact
blocking Iega1. .But when I learned that the rules were very similar to our's here at
UCF (non-contact), I felt they might have a better chance-_"
Angelo Cusimano said, "Often opponents and observers could be heard saying,
·central Florida, who's that?.' But by the end of the tournament, everyone knew."

Wrestlers look forward
to busy schedule
The UCF 'wrest ling team wiU be for. ced to put their noses to 'the grindstone
as they will be involved 'in two straight
home quad matches · on succesive
Saturdays and then face Georgia on
the following Friday. Each of the
Saturday events begin at 10 a.in. in the•UCF gym.
.
Over the holiqays, the grapplers
defeated Hiram 42-9 and suffered
.
ilrtanLaPeter/Future losses at the hands of Florida InterSen~or A.11-American Rich Dombrowski displays his strengt~ and talent national 22-16, and Central State
durmg the Sunshine Open, in Which UCF finished second. The team's (Okla.) 34-1 l..

next match is tomorrow at I 0 a.m. at home.

Mario Andretti Grand Prix International lets you PUT IT TO THE TEST
as . you experience the thrills of
Grand Prix racing! Feel the excitement of racing against the clock on
a·demanding 112 mile track. Or
compete wheel to .wheel in the new
Can-Am carts -· and enjoy 1,00·1
plays in the all-new electronic pinball and video palace!

The Knights . finished second in the
Sunshine Open W_restling Tournament.
The first five teams in the event were
Central State with 75 points, UCF with
48, Northwest Missouri State 25;
Virginia Tech and the Central Florida
Wrestling Club had 22 each.
All-American · Rich Dombrowski · injured his nose in the dual match loss to
Central State. Nagging injuries also
slowed the Knights this 'past week, as
they passed up the Sunblazer Invitational for the tough grind of the
home quad matches.

I
•
• Valid driver's license required for
. Ff!rmula racing.

• One coupon per person.

Open daily 11 AM to 11 PM

~01\0

Grand Prix
International

~01Highway436, Casselberry (Orlan.do)
Florida 32707, 3051830-5100

\

~-
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Lady Knights give it their best
~ ·

The UCF volleyball team failed in its bid to
become the second team ever to win back.to-.back
AIA W Division II volleyball championships. The
top seeded Knights lost a pair of matches and were
eliminated from the tournament held Dec. 6-8 at
UCF. .
Florida International University meanwhile
played giant killers to reach the finals against
Hawaii-Hilo before succumbiag to the Vulcans
15-9, 15-0. FIU defeated the number one
UCF, three a~d four seeds.
"I think we stunned everybody, even ourselves,''
said FIU's Liz Crotty who was voted first team all.:

tournament along with teammate Carrie Halpin.
Kawaii-Hilo, who was narrowly defeated by
UCF in last year's championship match, did not
lose a single game from the regional tourname~t
through nationals. "This year we felt confident all
the way. We got stronger and stronger as the
year went on and worked much better together,"
said Hilo Coach Sharon Peterson.
Five Hilo players made the all-tournament ·
team: Glennie Adams, Vetoann Baker and Kewehi
Kaaa made the first team, while Enola Lindsey
and Lyndell lindsey made the second team.

Read UCF details on page 13.

•

r

Photos
by
Brian LaPeter
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o·uf abo'J(~ the two and four .. year Air
Force ROTC R:~oprams today. They both get
y'Ju
Air F·or~~ ~om mission, an excellent.
st~rting salary, challenging· work, respons~bility, promotions, and a secure future·with
modern service.

an.

,·
I

a
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Air Force ROTC also prepares you for
leadership positions ahead. Positions such

as airc·rew member ... missile launch officers ... mathematicians ... engineers ...
and research and d.evelopment scientists.
Find out today about the benefits ·of the Air
Force ROTC pr~Jgram. It's a great way to/
serve your country and to help pay for your
college education.

For more Information contact:
·Professor of Aerospace Studies,
General Ctaesroom Bldg:, Room 310

Phone
275-2264

Air Force·ROTC
Gateway to a Great Way .

.of Life

